
Student Creativity

Speech & Comm Works



Jaromir Rayyan & Michael Simon
Grade 1 Respect

Angrier than a hungry bear



Amarleen Samtani
Grade 2 Humility

School



Nayyara Tjakraamidjaja
Grade 3 Teamwork

Dogs and Puppies



Mandy Siregar
Grade 4 Humility

Christmas



Veer Mulani
Grade 5 Humility

My Autobiographical Poem

MY AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL POEM

My name is Veer DhirajMulani.

Who is kind, lazy and crazy.

I just love it when my phone looks at me everyday I am as fast as acheetah.

Brother of Diya Mulani and son of DhirajMulani.

Loves Fantastic Fortnite, mesmerising minecraftand challenging Call Of Duty

Who feels good about getting a good mark,.

Clang! Cling ! Yes, very clumsy…. Forgot things a million times.

Who needs my mom, my dad and my fabulous friends.

Who gives sweets, help and advice for friends and family.

Who fears dangling dolls and creepyclowns.

Who dreams of being a doctor.

TOTALLY likes Morreti and does nott hate him.

I am a studentofACS JAKARTA People usually call meVeer



Ashley Lim
Grade 6 Teamwork

Blueprints of Failure

Blueprints of Failure
By: Ashley 6T

That wasn’t bad
I think I did pretty well
After all the scoldings and stuffs that made me mad I think it’s not a bad 
performance at all!

Well I was definitely nervous
My heart went boom boom boom boom boom!
What if I forget my lines?
Turns out I actually remembered them!
I definitely hit the jackpot, didn’t I?

But was that it?
Was my volume loud enough like a lion’s?
Clear enough?
Did I convey enough emotions like an actress’?
Hand gestures?
Facial expressions?
Oh no, I’m a piece of dead meat…

I don’t think my volume was loud and clear
I didn’t even convey my emotions, hand gestures, Even facial expressions!
I must learn from my mistakes…
I’m not becoming the blueprints of failure!


